lhe_paper investigates msthods for applying an on-line interactive vtnlication system derigned to prove properties or PASCAL programs. The methodology is intended to provide techniques for developing a debugged and verified version startin,: from a program, that (a) is possibly unfinished in some respects, (b) may not satisfy the given specmcations, e.g., may contain bugs, (c) may have incomplete documentation, (d) may be written in non-standard ways, e.g.. may depend on user-defined data structures.
INTRODUCTION

A METHODOLOCV FOR VERIFYING PROGRAMS I INTRODUCTION
We are concerned here with the question of whether or not program verification systems that are curien'ly hemg developerl have any practical usefulness Verifications of simple standard programs have heen ohtamed with these systems (See for example. [King and Floyd] , [Igarashi.l -ndon and Luckham] , [Deutsch] , (Good and Ragland] , [FKpas, Levitt,and Waldm^er] ! [Suzuki] , [Boyei ind Moote]) The^e trsults ptovide encourageni'nt to explore further. But, m all cases except foi one exampe m [Moialrs] the programs wert Known in advance to be correct -re provably comistent with their documentation Moieover, ttiCie example test programs are based on standaid well known functions and data structures (for the most part, either Integer arithmetic or veiy simple hst piocessmg) Realistically practical verification problems have «rt to be faced A methodology for using these systems to construct verifications in real life situations ha« not been developed, and indeed the question of whether the; will help the process of writing and verifyt'-.g; programs or will merely "get in the way" is entirely open
The goal ot practical u etulness does not imply that !he venfication of a program must be made independent of creative effort on the part of the programmer. As we shall see later, such a lequirement is utterly unrealistic What we have to do is to provide a tool (the venhcation system) and instructions for its use (rhe nethodnlogy) that can sometimes enable a programmer to gain a degree of certainty about his or other people's programs The tool and methods must be easy to apply In short, we seek to extend the programmer's repertoire of techniques, not to replace it
The verification system discussed here has been developed specifically for proc"-jm $ written in PASCAL [Wirth] and is an extension (see [Suzuki] ) of the system described in [ILL] The puipose of this system is to aid the progiammer m constructing a proof that his program satisfies its documentation Such a proof (m the logic of programs [Hoare 71, ILL] ) Is called a verification of the program The ciocumenta'' n may incliidp 1 input output spetifuitions, 2 properties of certain ciuual internal states, 3. specificanons and propeities of subprograms, 4 specifications of data structuies
In order to he useful m piactice we must develop a methodology for using the verifier which aids the usej in situations where
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A verification is convincing to a programmer only if he "believes" the basis in the rather imprecise sense that its statements reem true; a more precise sense (acceptable) is given below. As we shai! show in examples, a programmer can obtain a verification of his r ;rogram using a verifier, and be faced with an impressively complex basis, (or even worse, with some systems he might end up without knowing the basis at all) If he does not believe the basis, he must be able to reduce its eiemrnts to moie believable statements or else search for an alternative basis. Thus verification methodology must 1. establish that .« basis is adequate, (it. ensure the existence of a corrrectness proof from the basis), 2. present altnnative bases to the programmer, (i.e. help him discover bases and improve documental mnX 3. include methods for analyzing a basis and reducing its components to other bases There is an undn lying motivational assumption here: m dealing with real life problems it may ofien be unrealistic and impractical to attempt a verification directly from first principles. It is sufficient to establish a verification basis that is clearly implied by an axiomatic semantics for those concepts that are used in the piogiam However, in the case of a "new" program s. h semantics may not have been formulated. Consequently, we ne-ed a methodology which permits a verification to proceed by developing a hierarchy of bases in which a basis at one level verifies elements of the basis immediately above it and depends on bases at the level immediately below The development of this hierarchy can be viewed as "discovering" the semantics; it will usually be guided by the structure of the program. A basis for verifying properties of one level of the program will be formulated in terms of concepts used in writing that level The statements in the lowest level bases should be already established facts (about nonprimitives) of axioms for the semantics of primitive functions and ^ta structures. Apart from the practical need to divide complicated verifications into subproofs which may be attempted individually, this hieraiclilcal idea has other advantages. It allows a verification to proceed hand-in-hand with the writing of the ptogram A basis is to be viewed as more than just a set of assumptions for a verification Often it includes additional necessary prope ties of unwritten MbrautUwi beyond what was in then original specifications Alternatively, the omission of a specification might indicate that a simpler subtoutii;r will suffice. Thus, a basis for one level of a program is a sufficient set ot specifications for the next level. Secondly, if an axiomatic semantics for new concepts is needed, it is probably best developed from a knowledge of adequate verification bases (consisting of simple statements) for programs using those concepts. Thirdly, the problem of getting differing programmers to agree upon a "verification" of a program can be terminated short of a complete reduction of the problem to first principles if they both have confidence in the acceptability of some intermediate basis At 'his point we can be a little more precise about some of ;he concepts we have Introduced:
A Ml of statements forms a basis for verifying a property of a program if a proof of that property can be given within the logic ^f programs [Hoare 71. ILL] which assumes (i.e depends upon) only those statements. For emphasis, we shall sometimes say that such a basis is adequate A basis is acceptable if (1) all of its statements about the primitives (drta structures and library routines) are true, and (11) programs can be constructed to satisfy all of those statements that contain names for uncoded subroutines.
INTRODUCTION
The primary probhw li to find accrpi^hlp venficanon bases There are a number of important secondary problems. Th^r can all he r.^gorizeci as parts of the "Formallzation problem" First there is the question of what doainuntation to include with the program for example which internal states need to br clcscnb-d, which invariant properties of a loop nerd to be stated and what properties of subroutines are ictunlly necessary Secondly, how should the documentation be expressed? This involves the choice of representation of concepts (eg should the relation "C" on the integers be used CM can all the necessary facts be expressed in terms of a derived concept like 'S ORDEKKD SET"?) Also the programme! must choose whether to express internal propeMies of the program by purely "static" assemons about the values of its variables or by defining ex'..a computations and making assertions about new -anables de the technique of introducing "ghost" variables and "virtual" program [Clint] ). Thirdly, how should the program be written in order to make its verification possible Recent developments in programmine language design, pretty much resulting from expenence with the debugging problem such as block structure and lestnctiom on procedure parameters and global variables, all certainly help However, many other details in a program influence its verification (eg the form of data structure definitions should indicate clearly the assumptions that can be made about the structures) At the moment, these secondary problems are areas where the programmer's Ingenuity must be applied It is to be hoped that verification methodology will eventually develop some relevant cuidelines for attacking the formalizatlon problem • Our methodology can be very roughly outlined as follows A program level, which may contain calls to uncoded lowe, level subtoutmev IS submitted together w,ih some documentation to the verification system The general methodology divides activity into three phases MoffflM the code, constricling inductivr assertions, and constructing a basis . At each of these pnases the s>stem is used to indicate modifications and changes by means of a methodology depending on aiw.Iysis of verifiration conditions (see Section 2.4) (Eventually we intend to incorporate other techniques (or analysing programs) Modified problems are resubmitted for further analysis In the third phase the system provides a test for the adequacy of a proposed basis Finally the basis must be shown to be acceptably which involves writing the next level of the prooram.
We shall show n Section ? how the Pascal Verifier can be used interactively to verify leve's in a program as tney ate written r.nd to guide writing subsequent levels We illustrate the methodology m action in an experiment to write and verify a program lor a fundamental pattern matching algonthrr (Unification) We have tried to keep our pmentaUm as close to the real life sequence of cvems as possible without too much repetition Essentially, we present snapshots of this sequence of -vents, each snapshot illustrating a different situation which the mcthodoloev must handle
The.e are examples of the use of the verifier to find bugs, to augment documentation, to build up a basis, and to analyze the basis (i e. reduce It to simpler statements) This last pomt involves choosing a formalism for defining recursive data structures, and here we have adopted with minor modifications some suggestions of [Hoare T\] Of course our methodology is far frcm compete, and mnn, of the problems that arise during a verification (except for the jdequacy of a basis, which i. handled automatically by the system) involve the user in making choices and decisions It .s already clear how to automate some of this work However, we must emphasize that the verifier is intended for use m conjunction with other programming facilities . 
THE VERIFIER
The Pascal verification system is represented in outline in Figure I . The logical theory and Implementation of the Verification Condition Generator (VCC) is given In [ILL] , and details of the slmpllher ars in [Suzuki] In section 3 we shall describe Interactive use of this system th^t relies mainly on these two components and, at the moment, only employs the theorem prover when everything else fails Heie we give a very brief sketch of VCG and the simplifier with the intention of mentioning inst those details that affect the Methodology of Section 3. 2.2 THE SIMPLIFIER Many VC's are (or contain subformulas that are) lengthy and complicated but turn out to be logically trivial. The first step in the analysis of VC's h to s'mplify and eliminate the trivial parts so that one can see the •■eal verification proolems. It is Inappropriate to process these unsimplified VC's with the theorem prover because there are faster, less general techniques for carrying out logical and algebraic formula reduction. VC's are first processed by a simplifier. Originally, we had planned the simplifier as a pi-processor to the theorem prover, but our current methodology nakes repeated interactive use of the simplifier before using the prover (See Figure I) This is a goal statrmont. It is treated as a reduction rule that says "an expvesslon that matches the GOAL may be replaced hy TRUE if the corresponding instance of the SUBgoal can be reduced to TRUE Figure 2 shows a program with documentation that will be used as simplification rules.
INPUT
THE VERIFIER
Goal statements can be formulated as conditional axioms and vice versa. The difference Is that axioms are "sticky" (any reduction by an axiom is never reversed) whereas goals are not (goals have no effect on a VC unless the reduction can be pushed all the way to TRUE), Ideally, the axioms should consist of those reduction rules having the property that no reduction to TRUE depends on their order of application.
The simplifier contains a sequence of simplifying "boxes" An incoming VC Is slmpllfitd In sequence by (I) a logical ptoposition simplifier, (2) processing of arithmetical expressions by choice of standard forms and by evaluation, (?) reduction by axioms, and (4) reduction by goals. This is a good place to discuss the role of the simplifier In our verification methodology. Essentially, we are using the simplifier as a fast theorem prover Our philosophy Is that the user should be able to submit a problem and receive back the reduced VC's within a few seconds. If the kinds of redurnnn mles are easily understood, he will probably be able to see further useful ruks by analyzing the VC's He can then resubmit the pioblem with additional rules Eventually some of this analysis will he automated (See Section ?) and likely rules suggested to the user. There is no ac^mpt to male the set of rules logically mdependant at first, the idea being to develop a first basis quickly It does make sense to choose simple rules(believablllty). and some kinds of rules (eg rommutativity) have to be excluded because of the way the slmpllfer works. If all VC's reduce to TRUE, the srt of reduction rules is an adequate verification basis.
The kinds of reduction rules have to be simple also for speed as well as understandabillty.
However, experienre suggests that we do need something beyond algebraic manipulation. The goal statements form a simple theorem prover On the other hand, some complex propositional transformations are time consuming ;ind often unneeded, and best left to the theorem prover. Thus the boarderlme between Simplification and Theorem-proving, at the moment, is somewhat pragmatic. 
AN EXAMPLE
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OCCUR(X.Y) RCONS(U.X) • TERMS(X) FNLT(X) HD(X). TUX) ■
iispd in the program have the following intended meanings: the term resulting from applying substitution Z to term X, the tetmlist muking from applying substitution Z to termlist X, the empty list, the substitution resulting from composing substitution Z with the single substitution that replaces variable X by term Y, a Boolean test.TRUE whenever term X is a subterm of term V termlist obtained by adding term X to the end of termlist U, the termlist consist of the arguments of term X (not a simple variable), the function letter of complex rfrm X, the head and tail of list X 
ISSUB(ZERO) IF ISSUB(A)AlSSINGLESUtt(B)THEN ISSUB(MKSUB(A.B)) REST(MKSUB(/ ,B))-A LAST(MKSUB(A,B))-B And the induction rule
F(ZERO) F(A)| F(MKSUB(A.B)) ISSUB(S) |-F(S) for my formula F
The functions defining a type (constructors and selectors) are submitted to the system as DEFFUN's If there are constraints on a type (as fo r SINGLESUB), type checking also involves a check if those conditions hold whenever a new object of the typ? is constructed; thus, the constiainti become part of the ENTRY assertion of the DEFFUN for the respective constructors. When the program is augmented by DEFFUN's for all tubfUKUOtU the system will generate complete argument type checks as part of the VC's However, for reduction of the v C's the assertions have to include a type predicate for each variable that 's passed as a parameter to a function or procedure In this way, the venfier will do type checking automatically.
While formula ing the type declarations for the sub.unctions it was noticed that in the use of SUBST in the iNV RIANT th» first argument is a termlist whe.«a$ In its function calls in the assignment statements the first argument is a term. In order to avoid .his type conflict a separate function TSUBST is introduced for application to i rrrns. 
It CONSTRUCTING A BASIS ENTRY ISTERMLIST(X).lSTERMLISTiYMSSUB'zI ^ACoOn-EAN); EX.T (ISSUB(Z)
A
'
• 10 ('X1=ZER0 & SUBST(U,Z)>$Ue$T(V,Z) & I5TERMLIST(YI) & ISTERMLI'jTiXl) & ISTERMLIST(V) & ISTEPMLi:-T(U) 6 ISTERMLIST(RCONS(U,HD(X I ))) & ISSUB(Z) & «VI>ZER0 & 1?TERM(HP(X1))& ISTERMLIST(PCONS(V,HD(. !;)) & ISTERMLISTCLJYl)) K 15TEPMLI3T(1L(XI)) & ISVAR(TSUBST(HD(Y1 ),Z)) & TSUBST(HD(YI ) l ZhT5UBST(HD(X I ),Z) Ä ISTEKM(T3üBST(H0(Yl ),Z)) & ISTERM(HC;*. I)) -» SUBST(RCONS(U,HD(XI)) l Z)=5UBST(RCONS(V,HD(Yl
ISSUB(Z) 4 4 -Xl=ZEPO -Y1=ZEP0& ISVAR(TSUBST(HD{Y11,2)) 4 1CTE^M(HD(Y1;.) 4 ISTERM(TSUBST(HD(XI),Z)) 4 ISTERM(HD(X1))4 ISVAR(TSUBST(HD(X1 ),Z)) 4 ISTERM(TSürJST(HD(Yl ),Z)) 4 -TSUBST(HD(Y1),Z)=TSU0ST(HD(XI),Z) -♦ -0CCUR(TSUBST(HD(X1),Z),TSUBST(HD(YI) 1 Z))4 (ISTERMLIST(TL(X1)) 4 ISSUB(C0MP(Z ) TSUDST(HD(X1 j.Zj.TSUBSTiHDIYI ),Z))) 4 ISTERMLIST(RCONS(V,Hn(YI))) 4 ISTERMU5T(RC0NS(U,HD(X1))) 4 i:iERMLIST(TL(YI))
-» APFCNO(V,VI)*APPENO(RCONS(V^O(YI)),TL (V1) The numbering corropondl to the order in which the VC's are generated.
CONSTRUCTING A BASIS
The analysis of the VC's not ym irdnced to TRUE shows thiee areas where the documentation (the basis) has to be extmdrd Fach area is mdrpcndcnt from the others, thus they can be dealt with sepaiately We appioach the pioblem of proving a VC by first attempting to prove each conjunct in the conclusion r epai,itely. 
a) OCCUR (VC.II) Thr conchmon of VC«II contains -OCCUR(A.B). The path of VC«II is deteimmed by the control tests I.SVAR(A). iSVAR(D) and A^B in its premise
APPEND(RC.ONS(S,HD(T)),TL(T)) • APPEND(S.T)
The programmer mi(;ht have addrd a lot of irrelevant properties at ?.I d) if he had started to write down things about APPEND he thought might be helpful As seen here, it can be more efficient to write down only very simple axicms and delay anything further until it is seen from the VC's what is needed If atomic properties of APPEND and RCONS had been added instead, the above fact would have to be deduced from them each time it was required (here: 10 times). It is much more efficient to add the fact to the basis at this puint and justify it once during the analysis of the basis (see section ? 4). Moreover, the user can dela/ completely specuying PCONS. c) Equalities involving SUBST and RCONS (VC's 4.7,9.10,11): As they are the "heart" of the problem the equalities involving SUBST turn out to be the hardet to get reduced. We could simply assume the properties of SUBST and RCONS that apparently would allow complete reduction to TRUE of all remaining VC's But, beside the fac. that those properties may be too complex to be believable even r.t the top level, a certain regularity can be observed in the VC's, due to the structure of the program The equality in the conclusion is generally of the form
(1) SUBST (RCONS(A ;,BI),S) -SUBST(RCONS(A2,B2),S) whereas the promts' includes a corresponding equality (2) SUBST(A l,S') -SUBST(A2,S')
Thus, it is sensible to hope that lemmas derived from one problem «ill be general enough to reduce other problems as well.
Recall that applying a substitution to a list means < oolymg it to each list element separately. So the obvious way to simplify an equality (I) is by reducing it to equality (2) via a statement expressing a kind of commutatlvity
(3) SUBST(RCONS(A,B),S) -RCONS(SUBST(A,S),TSUBST(B.S))
(fhe change from SUBST to TSUBST is ecessary because of the different type) together with Using the statements (3) and (4) the simplificr will generate from the conclusion the subgoal
RCONS(SUBST(UZ),TSUBST(HD(XI).Z))-RCONS(SUBST(V 1 Z).TSUBST(HD(YI) > Z))
and from that
which is just the premise Although (?) and (4) will amplify the other VC's further, they are not sufficient to reduce them completely. The rquality in VC«4
SUBST(RCONS(U 1 HD(XI)),Z2.2)-SUBST(RCONS(V,HD(YI)).Z2«2))
will be reduced to Now, the first conjunct obviously has to be proved from the equality
in the premise. This raises the question, how Z and Z2«2, the actual value of Zl, are related to each other. Looking at the program text we find that Z2 is the substitution returned by the call to UNIFY In case of success; thus, Z2 is an extension of Z by one or more applications of COMP. To express this relationship we introduce the predicate ISSUBSUB(SI:SUBi S2:SUB) meaning "SI ;s a sub-substitution of S2" or more precisely: SI is an initial part of S2 (from which It follows that by composing SI with appropriate smglesub's we can get S2). We can now formulate a lemma sufficient to reduce the first equality in (5) to (6):
provided the predicate ISSUBSUB(Z I ZI) is added to the exit condition of UNIFY and therefore also to the invariant of the WHILE loop.
In order to prove the second conjunct of (b) we have to look for "similar" equalities in the premise of.VC«4. Obviously, the relevant parts are 
IDEM{S) -SUBST(\.S).SUBST(SUBST(X.S).S) for all X.
We 
